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Abstract: A novel superhydrophobic coating composed of soft polydimethylsiloxane 

microspheres and stiffness SiO2 nanoparticles was developed and prepared. This 

superhydrophobic coating did not only show excellent superhydrophobicity with a 

large water contact angle of 171.3o, but also exhibited good anti-icing performance 

and ultralow icing adhesion of 1.5k3Pa. Furthermore, the superhydrophobic coating 

displayed good icing/deicing cycle stability, in which the icing adhesion was still less 

than 10.0kPa after 25 cycles. This excellent comprehensive performance is attributed 

to stress-localization between ice and coating surface, resulting from the synergistic 

effect of soft and stiffness particles.. The work thus opens a new avenue to 

simultaneously optimize the anti-icing and icephobic performance of 

superhydrophobic surface for various applications.  
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1.Introduction  

In a cold environment, ice is formed mainly through freezing rain, snow and 

frost[1-2]. In case of rain, snow or wet weather, ice may accumulate on the wings 

when an airplane during take off [3-4].The accumulation of ice is imperceptibly 

bringing many safety hazards to transportation [5], aerospace [6], maritime work and 

power transportation [7]. Therefore, anti-icing and/or icephobic technologies have 

been developed to prevent ice accumulation and reduce the safety hazards, such as 

active lipophobicity [8-9] or passive icephobicity [10-11]. Unfortunately, active 

lipophobicity (eg. electrothermal devices [12] and chemicals [13], or other physical 

methods[14]) shows labor-intensive, high cost and slow results [15], restricting its 

practical applications. So, the passive icephobicity is a promising method to prevent 

ice accumulation and reduce the safety hazards, in which special surface is designed 

to reduce ice adhesion [16]. When the ice adhesion on surface is enough small, the ice 

accretion is easily removed from surface by natural forces, such as wind, vibration or 

centrifugal force[17]. Recently, three kind of surfaces have been developed to reduce 

ice adhesion, including the superhydrophobic surfaces [18-19], slippery liquid-infused 

porous surface [20-21] and hydrated or non-freezing surfaces [22-23]. For 

superhydrophobic surfaces, the reducing ice adhesion was attributed to small contact 

area of ice droplets on the superhydrophobic surface, resulting from large water 

contact angle [24]. However, a high roughness is usually required to obtain large 

water contact angle for superhydrophobic surfaces, which easily leads to an increase 

of ice adhesion strength (even in the range of 100-500 kPa). Furthermore, during 

multiple icing/deicing cycles, the droplets will remain in the high roughness structure, 

further enhancing ice adhesion. These problems restrict the practical application of 

superhydrophobic surfaces in the field of anti-icing and icephobic technology [25-26]. 

For the slippery liquid infused porous surfaces (SLIPS), the reducing ice adhesion is 

attributed to the smooth nature of liquid surface with an adhesion strength ranging 

from 10 to 150kPa [27]. However, after several icing/deicing cycles, the liquid layer 

depletes and the ice adhesion increases to the order of 200 kPa [25]. For hydrated or 

non-freezing surfaces, the reducing ice adhesion is attributed to the lubricating film, 

resulting from water at freezing temperatures [28-29]. At higher than -25.0℃, the ice 

adhesion strength on the surface is in the range of 20-60 kPa [25]. However, at lower 

temperatures than -25.0℃, the change in molecular configuration of the transition 

film would drastically enhance the ice adhesion to more than 1000kPa [30]. From 



above respects, it is still an ambitious challenge to develop a practical technology to 

reduce ice adhesion and prevent ice accumulation. 

     In this study, we reported a novel superhydrophobic coating to reduce ice 

adhesion and prevent ice accumulation. The superhydrophobic coating was 

constructed by combining PDMS soft particles with OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles. The 

resulting surface had a unique micro-nano structure, low surface energy and excellent 

superhydrophobicity. In addition, ultra-low ice adhesion was also observed due to 

stress-localization, resulting from the synergistic effect of the soft and stiffness 

particles. When a weak force is applied, cracks are formed at the interface, and ice 

accretion is easily removed. 

2. Experiment sections 

2.1 Material 

 Dimethylsiloxane (BD-681) was purchased from Hangzhou Baoerde New 

Material Technology Co., Ltd. T-octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol (Triton X-100) and 

triethoxyoctylsilane (OTS) were purchased from Aladdin. Tween 20 was purchased 

from Macklin. Anhydrous ethanol was purchased from Tianjin Damao. SiO2 

nanopartciles (45.0nm) was purchased from Macklin. Fluorocarbon resin was 

provided by Shanxi Dongfanghong Coating Co., Ltd. All reagents were used 

according to the instructions and no further purification is required. 

2.2 Synthesis of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microspheres   

PDMS microspheres are synthsized by emulsion polymerization method as 

shown in following. 0.75ml T-octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol (OPE) and 50 mL 

water were mixed under ultrasonication for 5.0min. 4.0g Dimethylsiloxane and 4.0g 

curing agents (BD-681 B) were mixed under magnetic stirring for 5.0min, and then 

placed in vacuum oven for 30.0min at room temperature. Then, the OPE/water mixing 

solution was slowly added to the Dimethylsiloxane/curing agents mixing solution 

under mechanically stirring at a speed of 2000 rpm for 1.0h. Above mixture was 

reacted at 80℃ for 1.0h under mechanically stirring, forming PDMS microspheres. 

Then, the PDMS microsphere dispersion solution was filtered with a 600-mesh 

stainless steel mesh to remove large microspheres. The PDMS microsphere dispersion 

solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15.0min and then washed with water and 

ethanol for three times. The pure PDMS microspheres were further dispersed in 

ethanol containing with 0.1wt% Tween 20, forming stable PDMS microsphere 

dispersion ethanol (16.5wt%).. 



2.3 Preparation of superhydrophobic coating based on soft and stiffness particles 

    The superhydrophobic coating was prepared by a three-step method. Firstly, OTS 

modified SiO2 nanoparticles (OTS@SiO2) were prepared according to our previous 

work [31]. Then, 0.4 g OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles were added to 10 mL PDMS 

microspheres dispersion ethanol (16.5wt%) under ultrasonic stirring for 5.0 min. 

Secondly, 5.0 g fluorocarbon resin (FEVE) paints and 1.0 g curing agent were fully 

mixed, and evenly scraped on the surface of glass substrate. The FEVE coating was 

pre-cured at 80.0℃ to afford a semi-dry structure. Finally, the mixture of OTS@SiO2 

and PDMS microsphere dispersion ethanol was uniformly sprayed on the surface of 

semi-dry FEVE coating, and the double-layer coating was further cured at 80.0℃ for 

12.0h. In a comparison, single OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles or PDMS microspheres were 

directly coated on the FEVE coating.  

2.4 Characterization   

The micro-structure of particles and coating was measured by scanning electron 

microscope (SEM, Su-8010). 

A 3D profile scanner (Super View W1) was used to characterize the surface 

roughness of coating. 

The water contact angles (WCAs) were measured by contact angle tester 

(DSA100, Germany). In order to accurately determine the water contact angles, the 

average values were measured at three different places. 

 2.5 Anti-icing performance   

Static anti-icing test was shown below. The prepared surface was placed in a 

low-temperature oil bath (temperature of -20.0℃, humidity 30%) for 5.0min to 

equilibrate with the ambient temperature. Then 9.0 µL of small water droplets were 

dropped on the surface. At the same time, temperature changes on the surface of the 

droplets were recorded using infrared thermal imaging and the change state of the 

water droplets was recorded by a CCD high-speed camera (CP70-1HS-M-1900, 

Optronis) with a camera speed of 1m/s and a resolution of 1280×860. 

Dynamic anti-icing test was shown below. Three surfaces were placed in a 

low-temperature oil bath (temperature of -10℃, humidity 30% RH) with an 

inclination angle of 15.0° for 5.0min and the temperature was monitored by an 

infrared thermal imaging camera (FLUKE Ti400, accuracy ±2°C) with an actual 

temperature measurement range of -30~1200 and a resolution of 640×480. After 

reaching the equilibrium temperature, water droplets were dropped on the surface at a 



constant speed, and the change of water droplets on the surface was recorded. 

2.6 Characterization of icing adhesion  

The ice adhesion test was shown below. First, a hollow cylinder with an inner 

diameter of 6.0mm was treated with low surface energy treatment, and then it was 

placed on the surface. The experimental setup was placed in an environment of 

-20.0℃/-25.0℃ and 30%/60% RH. 1.0 mL water was added to the cylinder and 

frozen for 50.0min. After freezing, 2.0 mL water was further added to above cylinder 

and frozen for 70 min. The frozen surface was placed under -20.0℃/-25.0℃ and 

30%/60% RH, and then a digital push-pull gauge (NMax=100N) was pushed slowly to 

test the adhesion of the ice on the surface.In this experiment, three samples.were used, 

in which icing adhesion of two different positions in each sample was tested. Then the 

average value was calculated from the six values. All temperatures were measured by 

infrared thermal imaging cameras. 

3. Results and discussion 

In order to prepare superhydrophobic coating with low icing adhesion, we 

proposed a due-layer structure consisting of a FEVE bottom layer and a top rough 

layer based on soft and stiffness particles. The bottom layer based on FEVE coating 

acts as adhesive agent of the PDMS microspheres and OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles. The 

top layer based on assemble of PDMS microspheres and OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles 

provide excellent superhydrophobicity and soft/stiff alternation structure. The 

micro-structure of superhydrophobic coating was firstly characterized by the SEM 

images as shown in Fig.1. We observed rough surfaces with micro- and/or nano-sized 

particles for all samples (in Fig.1A-C). Specifically, the top layers made of PDMS 

microspheres (ca. 4.5µm) or OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles (ca. 4.5µm) showed a high or 

relatively low roughness, respectively (Fig.1D-E). For PDMS/SiO2 hybrid coating, we 

observed both large PDMS microspheres and small OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles, where 

the nanoparticles filled in the gaps between microspheres (Fig.1E). Of particular note, 

both the OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles and PDMS microspheres were tightly embedded in 

the FEVE coating. These results confirmed the successfully formation of 

superhydrophobic surface based on assemble of PDMS microspheres and OTS@SiO2 

nanoparticles. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. SEM images of (A, D) PDMS based surface, (B, E) OTS@SiO2 based surface 

and (C, F) PDMS/SiO2 based surface.  

The surface roughness of all coatings was characterized by the noncontact white 

light profilometer as shown in Fig.2A-C. It showed a relatively large surface 

roughness (Sa=1.067μm) for the PDMS microsphere-based surface (Fig.2A). In the 

case of OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles-based surface, a relatively smooth surface with a 

low surface roughness of 0.265μm was observed (Fig.2B). A similar low surface 

roughness (Sa=0.277μm) was also observed for the PDMS/SiO2 hybrid surface. As 

well-known, a low surface roughness is beneficial to reduce ice adhesion and 

anti-icing [24]. The superhydrophobicity of all coatings was further characterized and 

compared as shown in Fig.2D-F. It was observed that water drops could remain 

spherical structure on all surfaces, indicating the good hydrophobicity of these 

coatings. In a comparison, the PDMS/SiO2 hybrid surface showed the largest WCA of 

171.3° and smallest SA of 0° (Fig.2D). In order to better reflect the excellent 

superhydrophobicity, the bounce performance of water drop on the PDMS/SiO2 

surface was also characterized by CCD high-speed camera (in Video1, Supporting 

Information). When 9.0μL water was dropped onto the surface from a height of 5.0 

cm, the water droplet shrinked, rebounded and then jumped out of the surface through 

constant rebound. This result indicated that the water droplet was completely 

non-adhesive on the surface. Compared to the hybrid surface, the PDMS and 
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OTS@SiO2 based surfaces showed smaller WCAs of 150.3o and 162.8o, (Fig.2E and 

Fig.2F) and larger SAs of 5.0o and 2.0o, respectively. The result was attributed to a 

greater roughness of PDMS based surface comparing to the PDMS/SiO2 and SiO2 

based surface. The OTS@SiO2 with lower surface energy (1.4mN/m) was also key 

role for above result comparing to that (11.0mN/m) of pure PDMS [31-32]. Although 

the PDMS/SiO2 based surface had a similar roughness with the SiO2 based surface, 

yet it showed a larger WCA and a smaller SA. The result could be attributed to a 

synergistic effect of soft PDMS microspheres and stiffness OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles. 

These results further reveal that the prepared hybrid surface has excellent 

superhydrophobicity and low surface roughness, which are important for improving 

the anti-icing and icephobic properties.   
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Fig.2. 3D profile scanning analysis of (A) PDMS, (B) SiO2 and (C) PDMS/SiO2 based 

surfaces. Optical photos of water droplets on various surfaces made of (D) PDMS 

microspheres, (E) OTS@SiO2 nanoparticles and (F) PDMS/SiO2 mixture. The insets 

correspond to the optical photos of WCA. 

The anti-icing performance of all coatings was evaluated by a high 

speed video equipment as shown in Fig.3A. When the water droplet was dropped onto 

the PDMS/SiO2 based surface (WCA=171.3o) from a height of 10.0cm, it rapidly 

rolled down at a cold temperatures of -10.0℃ and an inclination angle of 15.0o 

(Fig.3A-b). In contrast, the water droplets adhered on the surfaces of PDMS based 

and SiO2 based coatings under the same condition (Fig.3A-a and c, respectively). 

These results indicated that the PDMS/SiO2 based surface displayed a strong 

anti-icing ability at low temperature. The icing process of water droplets on these 

surfaces was further characterized and compared by a high-speed camera as shown in 

Fig. 3B. The opaque ice crystals grown from bottom to the top [33]. In addition, it 

clearly showed various froze times of water droplet for various surfaces. For the 

PDMS/SiO2 based surface, the water droplet showed a turbid state at 150.0s, 

indicating formation of ice nucleation. After 316.0s, the water droplet completely 

froze and the tip appeared on the surface as shown in Fig.3B-b. In a comparison, the 

icing time was reduced to 207.0s and 239.0s for the single PDMS and SiO2 based 

surface, respectively. These results revealed that the good anti-icing ability of 

PDMS/SiO2 based surface was attributed to prolong the froze time, strongly 

depending on the WCA and sliding angle. 
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Fig.3. (A) Dynamic and (B) Static anti-icing optical photographs of various surfaces 

based on (a) SiO2, (b) PDMS/SiO2 and (c) PDMS at -10.0°C.   

The icing process on different surfaces was further recorded by thermal infrared 

imaging equipment as shown in Fig.4. Fig.4A showed the thermal infrared images of 

water droplets on different surfaces at -20.0℃ as function of time. Although the 

temperature was below 0o, yet the water droplets did not freeze, suggesting the 

formation of supercooled water. As expected, the temperature of the water droplets 

gradually decreased with increasing in exposure time. It cooled down to -1.6℃, 

-2.1℃ and -15.5℃ at same cooling time of 88.0s for various surfaces based on 

PDMS/SiO2, SiO2 and PDMS, respectively. These results confirmed that the 

PDMS/SiO2 based surface could effectively reduce heat transfer rate between water 

droplet and surface, prolong cooling time of water. The transient temperature profiles 

of water droplets on surface as function of cooling time were also concluded in 

Fig.4B. The subcooling equilibrium temperatures are ca. -1.6°C, -1.8°C and -2.3°C 

for the surfaces based on PDMS/SiO2, SiO2 and PDMS, respectively, the temperature 

curve shows that the PDMS/SiO2 surface has a longer subcooling equilibrium time 

(120s), which is 1.5 times and 3 times higher than that of the SiO2 and PDMS surfaces, 

respectively. The higher equilibrium temperature of PDMS/SiO2 based surface was 

attributed to smaller heat transfer rate, resulting from the smaller contact area between 

the water droplet and the surface with larger CA. The water droplet on surface slightly 

cooled down, and prolonged time to trigger the ice nucleation.These results further 

suggested that the good anti-ability of PDMS/SiO2 based surface was attributed to its 

low heat transfer rate, delaying the formation of ice nucleation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. (A) IR images and (B) transient temperature profiles of water droplets on (a) 

PDMS/SiO2, (b) SiO2 and (c) PDMS based surfaces at -20℃. 
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The adhesion strength of ice crystals on different surfaces was characterized by 

using a self-made setup (Fig.5A). A shear force (F) was applied to detach ice, which 

was determined by force sensor. The ice adhesion strength (G) at the interface can be 

written as Eq 1 [34]:   

G=F/σs  (1) 

Where F is the push-pull force, σs is the contact area between the ice and the 

surface. Here, the F was obtained by average of six values. The averaged ice adhesion 

strength is concluded in Fig.5B and Fig.5C. We found that the PDMS and SiO2 based 

surfaces displayed relatively high ice adhesion strength of 48.3kPa and 27.3kPa at 

-20.0℃ and 30% RH, respectively. Surprisingly, the PDMS/SiO2 based surface 

showed ultra-low ice adhesion strength of ca. 1.53 kPa, which is 32 or 18 times lower 

than that of PDMS and SiO2 based surfaces in the same environment. In the same 

environment with -25.0℃ and 60% RH, it showed similar results. The ice adhesion 

strength of PDMS/SiO2, PDMS and SiO2 based surfaces showed 6.5 kPa, 55.5kPa and 

32.4kPa, respectively. Especially, the ice adhesion strength (6.5 kPa) of PDMS/SiO2 

based surfaces still showed far lower ice adhesion strength than 20.0kPa at low 

temperature (-25.0℃) and high humidity (60%) for practical application. The ice 

adhesion strength of PDMS/SiO2-based surface was also compared with that of other 

surfaces reported in previous works as shown in Fig.5C [10, 34-49]. It clearly showed 

lowest ice adhesion strength so far among all the reported data. These results 

confirmed the formation of superhydrophobic surface with ultra-low ice adhesion.  
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Fig.5. (A) Schematic illustration of the ice detachment process from the icephobic 
material.Adhesion strength of ice on PDMS (PF), SiO2 (SF) and PDMS/SiO2 (PSF) 
based surface (B) at -20℃, 30% RH and (C) at -25℃, 60% RH.(D) Comparison of 
ice adhesion strength of PDMS/SiO2 based surface with other anti-icing surfaces. 

As well-known, when the ice adhesion force is lower than 20KPa, the ice can 

fall off on their own under the action of breeze, slight vibration or gravity [17]. Here, 

the self-deicing ability of present PDMS/SiO2 based surface was also evaluated and 

compared at ~4.0±1.0℃ as shown in Fig.6. It needed 105.0s for the ice cube slipping 

from PDMS/SiO2 based surface under gravity as shown in Fig.6B. In a comparison, 

the ice cubes began to slip from PDMS and SiO2 based surface at 159.0s and 132.0s, 

respectively (in Fig.6C-D). These results confirmed the good self-deicing ability of 

present superhydrophobic surface, especially for PDMS/SiO2 based surface due to 

ultra-low ice adhesive strength. 
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Fig.6. Optical photos of ice cubes on (a) PDMS/SiO2, (b) SiO2 and (c) PDMS based 

surfaces after different time intervals, (A) 0s, (B)105.0s, (C) 132.0s and (D) 159.0s.   

The mechanical stability of PDMS/SiO2 based surface was also evaluated by 

mechanical abrasion test as shown in Fig.7A-C. The superhydrophobic surface was 

put on 400-Mesh sandpaper under 200.0g weight (Fig.7A). Then the sample was 

evenly pushed back and forth for 10.0 cm, which was defined as one abrasion cycle. 

As shown in inset of Fig.1A and Video 2 (Supporting Information), after 100 abrasion 

cycles the PDMS/SiO2 based surface still maintained its superhydrophobicity 

(CA=168.0o) and displayed a small SA of 0°. As shown in Fig.7B, the micro-structure 

of PDMS/SiO2 based surface after 100 abrasion cycles was further characterized as 

shown in Fig.7B. The large PDMS microspheres were worn by mechanical abrasion, 

forming relatively smooth surface. However, the ice adhesive strength of the 

PDMS/SiO2 based surface slightly increased after 100 abrasion cycles, but it still 

showed low ice adhesive strength of ca 7.0KPa (Fig.7C).Above results were difficult 

to be observed in previous works[39, 50], in which the low-ice adhesion surfaces was 

destroyed after a period of mechanical abrasion, resulting in a sharp increase in ice 

adhesion strength. The different result was attributed to that the surface still 

maintained soft/stiffness alternation structure (inset of Fig.7C) and good 

superhydrophobicity (CA=168.0o). In addition, smooth surface was also benefit to 

reduce ice adhesive strength by 100 abrasion cycles (inset of Fig.7C)[24]. The 

icing/deicing durability of the PDMS/SiO2 based surface was further evaluated as 

shown in . After 25 cycles, some PDMS microspheres on surface were removed by 

icing/de-icing test, yet it still maintained high surface roughness as shown in Fig.7D. 

It was found that the hydrophobicity (CA=144.0o) of PDMS/SiO2 based surface was 

obviously reduced. Although the ice adhesion strength of surface increased from 

1.5kPa to 9.0kPa (Fig. 7E), yet it still showed far lower ice adhesion strength than 

20.0kPa for practical application. These results further indicated the excellent 

mechanical stability and high icing/deicing durability of the PDMS/SiO2 based 

surface. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.7. (A)Optical photo of the sandpaper abrasion test. (B) SEM image of 

PDMS/SiO2 based surface after 100 abrasion cycles. (C) Ice adhesive strength of 

PDMS/SiO2-based surface as a function of abrasion cycles.  (D) SEM image of the 

surface after 25 icing/de-icing cycles (E) Ice adhesive strength of PDMS/SiO2-based 

surface as a function of icing/de-icing cycles.The insets of A and B are the WCA and 

Schematic illustration of surface after 100 abrasion cycles, respectively. The inset of E 

is the WCA of surface after 25 icing/de-icing cycles. 

A new experiment was developed to investigate the anti-icing mechanism of the 

PDMS/SiO2 based surface with ultra-low ice adhesive strength. As shown in Fig. 8A, 

a large PDMS sphere containing RhB was synthesized and embedded in FEVE 
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coating by the template method. Fig. 8A(a-b) showed the top and side optical photos 

of the PDMS sphere in water, respectively. We observed a hemisphere with pink color, 

and the PDMS hemispheres were surrounded by water. When the water was changed 

to ice at a temperature of -20.0°C and a humidity of 30%RH, it was found that the ice 

caused the PDMS hemisphere to squeeze in all directions, and the sphere was severely 

deformed as shown in Fig.8A(c-d). The deformation of PDMS microspheres would 

produce a opposite force on the ice cube, while there was no force between hard 

OTS@SiO2 nanoaprticles and ice cube. The nonuniform force is defined as 

stress-localization as shown in Fig. 8B. When an external force is applied to ice cube, 

cracks are easily formed between ice cube and PDMS microsphere due to the 

perpendicular stress-localization, resulting in ultra-low ice adhesion strength. From 

above respects, we can conclude that the synergistic effect of the soft and stiffness 

spheres plays a key role for the formation of stress-localization and ultra-low ice 

adhesion strength. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8. (A)Optical photos of PDMS sphere embedded in FEVE coating: (a, c) top- and 

(b, d) side-view images. (B) The proposed mechanism diagram of 

PDMS/OTS@SiO2-based superhydrophobic surface with ultra-low ice adhesion. 
To further confirm above synergistic effect, ice adhesive strength of 

PDMS/SiO2 based surface was also characterized as function of modulus of PDMS 

microspheres.The modulus of PDMS microspheres was adjusted by introducing rGO 

into PDMS microsphere as shown in Fig.9. It clearly showed that the modulus of 

PDMS increased with increasing in content of rGO. Specifically, the modulus of 
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pristine PDMS and PDMS/rGO composite (1.0 wt%) was ca. 0.09 MPa and 0.27 MPa, 

respectively. The PDMS/rGO composite microspheres were then used to construct 

superhydrophobic surfaces. The ice adhesion strength of the superhydrophobic 

surfaces was also characterized as a function of rGO contents as showed in Fig.9B. As 

expected, the ice adhesion strength of the superhydrophobic surface increased with 

increasing in contents of rGO. The PDMS/SiO2 based surface without rGO showed 

the lowest ice adhesion strength of 1.53kPa. In contrast, the superhydrophobic surface 

with 1.0wt% rGO displayed an enhanced ice adhesion strength of 7.7KPa. This result 

further confirmed that the synergetic effect of the soft and stiffness spheres leaded to a 

stress-localization effect, resulting in ultra-low ice adhesion force.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9. (A) Dynamic shear modulus of PDMS/rGO composites with different rGO 

contents: (a) 0wt%, (b) 0.5wt%, (c) 0.1wt% and (d) 1.0wt%. (B) The ice adhesion of 

PDMS/OTS@SiO2 based surface as a function of rGO contents. 

The ice adhesion energy between ice and the surface was determined by 

Molecular dynamics simulation. The length and width of the constructed model are 

both 50.0Å, and the side length of the ice block is 27.1Å. Then, AC was used to 

construct a PDMS substrate with a density of 0.985g mL-1. Finally, the IH structure of 

the ice and the base are formed into a two-layer model by layer building, and then the 

dynamic equilibrium is performed at a temperature of 253k, a compass force field and 

a NVT ensemble of 200 ps. Fig.10 shows the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) 

of ice/PDMS, ice/OTS@SiO2 and ice/FEVE. Furthermore, the interaction energy (Eab, 

or adhesion strength) between ice and materials is calculated according to following 
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Eq (2)[51]. 

Eab =ETotal-Ea-Eb  (2)   

Where the Eab，ETotal, Ea and Eb are interaction energy between ice and surface, 

energy of the whole model, energy of ice cubes and materials surface energy, 

respectively. The interaction energy (Eab) of ice/PDMS, ice/OTS@SiO2 and ice/FEVE 

is ca. 5018.5kcal/mol, -62200.4kcal/mol and 5633.8kcal/mol, respectively. 

Surprisingly, the Eab of ice/FEVE is the largest, which is inconsistent with the 

experimental results. The interaction of ice and PDMS/OTS@SiO2 based surface was 

smaller than that of OTS@SiO2 or PDMS based surfaces. This result thus indicated 

that the ultra-low ice adhesion of PDMS/OTS@SiO2 based surface was not due to 

interaction energy between the ice and the surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.10. Interaction kinetic calculation of the interaction energy of (A) ice/PDMS, (B) 

ice/OTS@SiO2 and (C) ice/FEVE interfaces. 

Table 1. Interaction energy between ice and different surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

Combining the experimental with simulated results, the good anti-icing 

performance, ultra-low ice adhesion and good icing/deicing cycle stability of the 

PDMS/OTS@SiO2 based surface are attributed to the following reasons. Firstly, the 

Samples  
Total energy 

(kcal/mol) 

Energy (ice) 

(kcal/mol) 

Energy (basement) 

(kcal/mol) 

Eab 

(kcal/mol) 

PDMS -44880.6  0  -49899.0  5018.5 

OTS@SiO2 -48275.1  0  13925.3  -62200.4 

FEVE 13628.9  0  7995.1  5633.8 

B C A 



PDMS/OTS@SiO2 based surface has excellent superhydrophobicity, large WCA, low 

surface energy and low surface roughness .The large WCA leads to smaller contact 

area between water droplets and the surface, reducing the heat transfer rate between 

the cold surface and water droplets[31-32]. This also leads to a reduction in the 

contact area between the ice and the surface, thereby improving anti-icing 

performance and reducing ice adhesion. The lower surface energy results in smaller 

van der Waals forces between the ice and the surface, resulting in lower ice adhesion. 

The low surface roughness limits the penetration of water into the porous structure 

and the formation of mechanical interlock, thereby reducing ice adhesion. At the same 

time, the surface with low surface roughness has a good free-energy barrier for the 

formation of ice nucleation, thereby enhancing the anti-icing performance. In addition, 

the stiffness SiO2 incorporated into the surface can also bring excellent mechanical 

stability. Of particular note, although the superhydrophobic surfaces reported in 

previous work [52-53] showed similar WCA, surface energy and surface roughness to 

the present surface, the ice adhesion of the present superhydrophobic surface is much 

lower than that of other superhydrophobic surfaces. Secondly, the synergistic effect of 

the soft and stiffness spheres leads to stress-localization, which plays a key role in 

ultra-low ice adhesion. When low modulus PDMS microspheres are introduced onto 

the anti-icing surface, the ice detached from PDMS microspheres, and a local cavity 

(i.e. crack) is formed between the ice and the PDMS microspheres with minimal force. 

Such local cracks will generate elastic stress fields around the cracks. This induced 

shear stress field opens the crack front and causes crack growth and fracture at the 

interface.  

4. Conclusion 

   In summary, a novel superhydrophobic surface based on the assembly of soft and 

stiffness particles was developed and prepared. The superhydrophobic surface shows 

excellent anti-icing performance, icephobic performance with ultra-low icing 

adhesion, self-deicing ability and good icing/deicing cycle stability. These results are 

attributed to the excellent superhydrophobicity and stress-localization, resulting from  

the synergistic effect of soft microsphere and stiffness nanoparticles. Furthermore, 

after 100 mechanical abrasion cycles, the superhydrophobic surface can still maintain 

low ice adhesion and superhydrophobicity, which is rarely reported in previous 

literature. This work thus opens a new avenue to develop anti-icing and icephobic 

coasting/surface for various practical applications.  
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